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Welcome 
Hello! Welcome to AppDev’s iOS Training Course. Throughout this course, you will learn all 
the fundamentals of iOS programming and learn how to build your own full-fledged iOS 
applications! Each lecture will be accompanied by a handout (like this) summarizing the main 
concepts from that lecture. This is the first handout and we will be covering Swift and Xcode.


What is Xcode? 
Xcode is the main integrated development environment (IDE) that iOS developers use to 
develop their applications. In simpler terms, Xcode is just the application that we use to write 
iOS code (similar to how you might use Atom, Sublime, vim, etc.). The reason all iOS 
developers use Xcode (instead of other IDE’s) is that other than being a place for us to write 
iOS code, Xcode allows us to run our code and build our application on a simulator. This is 
important because otherwise we would have no way to testing if our code actually does what 
it wants!


Creating a new Xcode project 
Lets now begin by creating our first, new Xcode project! Here are the steps:

1. Launch the Xcode application and press the Create a new Xcode project option
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2. You will now be prompted to choose the type of application you want to create. We will 
always be creating a Single View App


3. Next, give a name for your new application, click Next, and then save your application in 
the directory that you want to save it in.
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Navigating through Xcode 
Now that you’ve created a new Xcode project, you can start working! Before you start, 
however, we are going to go over some small tips and tricks for using and navigating Xcode.

Firstly, on the left side of the project, you should see the file hierarchy for the project. This 
allows you see how the files that your project contains as well as navigate or change any of 
them by simply clicking on the file that you want to change.

Now, if you look to the top-left of the project, you should see a play button next to another 
button that should say something like SampleApplication > iPhoneX. The play button is the 
button that you will want to click when you have written some code and want to see how 
your application looks. Clicking on the play button (or clicking CMD + R) will run your 
application on a simulator device. To change the type of device to build you application on,
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click on the button next to the Play Button that says iPhone 8 Plus (it may something 
different on your application, i.e. iPhoneX). This should then bring down a dropdown menu of 
all the possible devices that you can run your application on. Simply click on the device that 
you want and then you are done!


Now, lets say that you want to create a new Swift file. One way to do is to do File -> New   
-> File.. . The other way to do this is just to run CMD + N. Using either way, you should now 
see a window asking you what type of file you want to create. If you just want to create an 
empty Swift file, simply select the Swift File option. On the other hand, if you know you want 
to create a certain type of file (i.e. a file to hold a UIViewController, UITableView, 
UICollectionViewCell, etc) and want to have the boilerplate code already in the file when you 
create it, select the Cocoa Touch Class option. 
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After clicking on the Cocoa Touch Class option, you should see a window like the one 
below. Next to the Class textfield, put in the name of your new file. Then, in the Subclass of: 
dropdown, find and select the type of file that you want to create. In the screenshot below, I 
want to create a new UIViewController file. Lastly, click Next and then you are done!

What is Swift? 
Swift is Apple’s newest programming language for developing iOS applications. One other 
popular programming language that you can use is Objective-C. However, in this course we 
will be using Swift. Thus, you will be writing Swift code inside your Xcode project and then 
running that on the simulator to see your application come to life.

Basics of Swift 
We will now cover some fundamentals of the Swift programming language. One thing to note 
is that while we will not be able to cover every single aspect of Swift in this handout, any 
aspect not covered can be found through a simple Google search.
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var x = 5
var y: Int = 5
y = 6
let z = 7

I. Variables and Constants

Like other programming languages, we can declare a variable in Swift using the syntax var 
[variable name] = [value]. In the example above, one thing we see is that Swift has type-
inferencing. What this means is that Swift is able to infer the type of your variable based on 
the value that you assign to it. For example, by assigning 5 to x, Xcode knows that variable x 
is of type Int because 5 is of type Int. This means that when declaring a new variable and 
assign a value to it, it is not required to also declare the type of the variable. If you wanted to, 
however, you could do so using the syntax var [variable name]: [type] = [value]. 


In addition to variables, we can also declare a constant. One important distinction to make 
between variables and constants is that after you assign a value to a constant, you cannot 
change the constant’s value again in the future (you can change a variable’s value). The 
syntax to declare a constant is let [variable name] = [value]. Similar to variables, it is not 
required to declare the type of the constant. 

II. Classes and Structs

// class name
class Song {
    
    // field declarations
    var name: String
    var author: String
    
    // methods
    init(name: String, author: String) {
        self.name = name
        self.author = author
    } 
}

In Swift, we can also declare classes and structs. Every class contains several different 
parts: a class name, fields, and methods. Fields are just variables/constants that belong to 
that class. In our sample class above, for example, our Song class contains a name field of 
type String and an author field of type String. Similarly, methods are just functions that  
belong to that class. In our example above, we have an init method which is the method
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that gets called when you create an instance of that class.


A struct has the same exact syntax as a class (except you replace class with struct). 
However, a core difference between structs and classes is that structs are value types 
whereas classes are reference types. What does this mean? A value type “is a type whose 
value is copied when it’s assigned to a variable or constant, or when it’s passed to a 
function.” On the other hand, reference types “are not copied when they are assigned to a 
variable or constant, or when they are passed to a function. Rather than a copy, a reference 
to the same existing instance is used.” To see what this means, let us look at the following 
example.

var songA = Song(name: "Lucky You", author: "Eminem")
var songB = songA
songB.name = "Walk on Water"
print(songA.name) // prints "Walk on Water"
print(songB.name) // prints "Walk on Water"

Using the Song class that I declared before, I create an object of type Song and assign 
variable songA to that Song object. Next, I create another variable songB and assign its 
value to be songA. Then, I set the name field of songB to be “Walk on Water” (previously it 
was “Lucky You”). Lastly, I print the value of songA’s name field and the value of songB’s 
name field. In both cases, “Walk on Water” gets printed. 


Why does this happen? Well, because Song is a class and we know that classes are 
reference types, when we created our new Song object and assigned that to songA, what 
really happened is that songA’s value was a pointer to that Song object. Then, when we 
assigned songA to songB, what we were doing was assigning that exact pointer to songB. 
Thus, when I changed the value of songB’s name field, the value of songA’s name field 
changed as well because they were both pointing to the exact same Song object.

struct Song { ... } 
var songA = Song(name: "Lucky You", author: "Eminem")
var songB = songA
songB.name = "Walk on Water"
print(songA.name) // prints “Lucky You”
print(songB.name) // prints "Walk on Water"

If instead Song was a struct, we would see something else happen. What exactly? Well, 
looking at the example above, we see that printing out songA’s name prints out “Lucky You” 
and printing out songB’s name prints out “Walk on Water” (unlike the previous case where 
they both printed out “Walk on Water”). Why did this happen? Well, remember that structs 
are value types. Thus, when songA was assigned to songB, a copy of the Song object that
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songA was pointing to was passed to songB (unlike the previous case where the pointer to 
the exact same Song object was passed to songB). Thus, when we changed songB’s name 
field, songA’s name field was not changed because songA and songB are pointing to two 
different Song objects.

III. Optionals

In Swift, we also have a type that you may not often see in other programming languages, 
optionals. Optional types just mean that a variable may hold some value or it may not (i.e. it 
is nil). Let us take a look at an example

var a: Int? = 5
var b: Int = a // error: value of optional type 'Int?'

Here, we have declared a variable a whose type is optional Int and have assigned it a value 
of 5. We also could have set the value of a to be nil because a is an optional Int which means 
that it can be nil. However, if we then declare another variable b of type Int (not optional) and 
then we try to assign a to b, an error message saying “error: value of optional type ‘Int?’”. 
Why did this error show up? Well, this is because unlike a, variable b is an Int which means 
that it must hold some value. However, since a is of type optional Int, we are not guaranteed 
that a currently holds some value. 


How do we solve this issue? In other words, how can we assign an optional variable to be the 
value of another variable? The answer is unwrapping. If we have an optional variable, we can 
unwrap it to see if the variable actually holds a value, and if it does to store that value in 
another variable. There are two main ways to unwrap a variable: using an if-let statement and 
using an guard-let statement.

var a: Int? = 5
var b: Int
if let unwrappedA = a {
    // this block gets run if variable a holds a value
    b = unwrappedA // b is now equal to 5
} else {
    // this block gets run if variable a was nil
    b = 0
}

First, we will take a look at unwrapping using an if-let statement. The syntax for an if-let 
statement is if let [unwrapped constant name] = [optional variable] { … } else { … }. In our 
example above, we take optional variable a and then we try to unwrap it. If a actually does 
hold some value, then that value gets assigned to the constant unwrappedA and then we 
enter the first block of code. If, however, a was nil, the else block would get run.
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var a: Int? = 5
var b: Int  
guard let unwrappedA = a else {
    // this block gets run if variable a was nil
    // in here, you should return or throw an error
    return
} 
// this gets run if variable a holds some value
b = unwrappedA

Now, lets see how we could do the same thing using a guard-let statement. The syntax for a 
guard-let statement is guard let [unwrapped constant name] = [optional variable] else 
{…}. In our example above, we take optional variable a and then we try to unwrap it. If a 
actually does hold some value, then that value gets assigned to the constant unwrappedA 
and then we skip the else block and run the code that comes after. If, however, a was nil, the 
else block will get run. One thing to take note when using guard-let statements, however, is 
that in the else-block, you should either return or throw some error at the end of it.


